
ANNUAL REPORT OF WOMEN’S STUDY UNIT (2014-15) 

As extension activity of CBCSS Programme  

 

  During the academic year 2013-14 eleven students opted Women’s study as their 

extension activity to fulfill the CBCS Programe. Four girl students from BA Islamic History 

and seven girl students from B.Sc Polymer Chemistry joined the Programme. 

            They engaged in activities like collecting media reports on women’s issues and 

compiling a media File based on it, preparing posters to highlight problems faced by Women 

in the society. They also held discussions on the burning issues raging at the time related to 

contemporary events and the controversial women issues, etc. They shared and made notes 

on Women’s Laws, Rights and recently implemented acts like Domestic Violence Preventive 

Act, 2005etc. Every Friday afternoon the volunteers had to report to the teacher Co-ordinator 

and attend   meetings to discuss and monitor the progress of work and to plan the future 

activities. 

            In the final phase they were assigned a topic for a survey research which has some 

contemporary relevance and each student chose a different area of study for the Social 

Survey, preparing exclusive questionnaires under the guidance of the teacher co-ordinator for 

the purpose. They conducted a detailed social survey by personally meeting each and every 

person to collect data. Finally they presented a detailed survey report on the topic selected, 

and submitted it to the institution along with their insightful suggestions and 

recommendations. 

          The volunteer’s of the Women’s Study Unit also organised various programmes to 

celebrate Women’s Day which was commemorated on 11.03.2014 and inaugurated by Smt. 

Ananda Kusumam the former President of Vithura Panchayat and a Social activist. The 

Students also organized a poster exhibition on the pathetic plight of women in our society, 

designed on culturally disparate   women issues,   hand- picked by them, based on their 

sensibilities. 

         The list of girls who successfully completed women’s studies as their Extension activity 

of CBCSS Programme by submitting Survey Research Reports on topics selected by each for 

the Social Survey is as listed below: 

 

 



II B.Sc 

1. Femina.A.R  - Women & Inequality in our Society 

2. Athira.P  - Problems faced by Women: A survey 

3. Jaseela.A  - Social Security and Safety of Women in our Society 

4. Sajna Beegum.R.S - Are women Safe in our Society: A Survey 

5. Sajna.J.S  - Harassments faced by women: A survey 

6. Shabna Beegum.S - Child Labour in our Society: A Survey 

7. Shajna.A.N  - Female Foeticide: A Survey 

II BA 

8. Asiya.K.H - Male-female Discrimination in our Society :A Survey 

9. Akhila.A.R - Women & Freedom of expression: A Survey 

10. Shahina.A - Domestic Violence & Women : A Survey 

11. Anseena.A - The Negative impact of Domestic violence on women: A 

Survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION: 2014-15 

  

  

The international women’s day was comemmorated on 11-03-2014 in the institution with a 

sober function in the morning session and with many activities and festivities in the afternoon 

session. The guest of honour was the noted social activist Smt. AnandhaKusmam, who was 

the former president of Vithura Panchayath. In the presence of the students and faculty she 

formally inaugurated the day’s celebration with a politically charged speech highlighting the 

huge contribution of the leftist political parties in empowering the rural women of Kerala 

through Kudumbasree movement. The member of the faculty present on dias enlightened the 

audience with valuable insight on how to stay safe from the many harms looming around in 

the society in the modern times. Prizes were distributed to deserving students for their 

excellence in various categories of artistic and literary output. The members WSU tries to 

paint the pathetic plate of women in the various ties of society which expressed their 

sensibilities on the cultural disarray of myriad women’s issue.  

The afternoon session was vibrant and vividly zestful by the brilliant array of cultural events 

designed and presented to entertain the audience as well as to express their creative spirit.  

 


